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Abstract 

In Malawi, government response to grassroots resistance against a spate of multi-

national or corporate driven land grabs has emerged as a point of focus recently. 

Local communities with support from civil society actors have bemoaned and 

resisted most of the attempts for the sake of food sovereignty but government has 

remained ‘wilfully’ deaf player, trashing and ignoring such concerns. It is on record 

that no transaction has at any occasion been cancelled or put on hold due to the 

public outrage over the land grabs. The grassroots have complained of the usual 

government repression to their struggles and oppositions. It is against this 

background that the study analyses responses from the government to the forms of 

resistance executed by the grassroots in context of the land leases to the Chinese and 

Madonna’s Raising Malawi project in Salima and Lilongwe districts respectively. 

The argument of this paper is that as long as the power relationship in this battle is 

not equal, the resistance and opposition from the local communities and civil society 

actors is not enough to successfully thwart the land deal transactions. Hence, a level 

playing field should be created to accommodate substantive views on the land leases 

and decide an appropriate course of action.    

Introduction 

This paper critically analyses the responses or counter strategies that government 

has provided on oppositions and protests over land grabbing. In Malawi, large scale 

land acquisitions by foreign investors are not exception and continue to be flagged 

highly by the local studies. The evidence of success in such land grabbing exercises 

have been marked by a lot of manoeuvring and backing by the government through 
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deceit  and empty promises to the land owners on better employment and 

livelihood. However, though continued efforts have been made by the media, farmer 

organisations, NGOs and civil society to expose and challenge land grabbing in 

order to protect smallholder farmers3 who have worked in and lived by small scale 

agriculture on the same land for generations little has been achieved. The 

observations advanced by CISANET4 as reported by Mpaka (2010) on the greenbelt 

initiative accuses government as big obstacle for the fair handling of land deals 

because it rushes to support foreign investors to lease land from poor smallholder 

farmers without considering the impacts.   

However, it is eventful that government has tried to address the challenge of land 

inequalities amongst peasants through various reforms whilst on the other hand 

perpetuating the foreign land grabs. One of the land reform projects that 

government implemented was the Community Based Rural Land Relocation 

Programme (CBRLDP).5 According to Chinsinga (2008) the project did not succeed 

because it was more of a political exercise hence government intention to address 

land distribution problems still remains rhetoric despite the view that land is a 

primary productive resource in the country and one which holds key to poverty 

reduction. Rightly, the government has neglected such opportunity by turning its 

back to the peasants who are still landless or in need of more land. Therefore, it is 

striking that government has approved almost every land deal transaction despite 

the dissenting calls or reactions from the land owners and other stakeholders who 

champion the cause of smallholder farmers’ rights6. In view of this, the interest of the 

study is to gather much detail on the government of Malawi as a key player 

favouring land leases, her motivation, responses to the land grabbing and 

implication on small scale agriculture in Malawi. Thus, previous studies have 

concentrated on the impacts of land grabbing and neglecting analysis of the 

                                                           
3
 Smallholder farmers, peasants and grassroots are used interchangeably to denote the subsistence dependent 

agriculturalists living in remote areas in Malawi. I use the term smallholder farmer in reference to the sizes of 

land they own, peasants for the class they belong in society and grassroots for their economic and political 

power they wield in society. 

4
 Civil Society Agricultural Network (CISANET) is an agricultural organisation that fights for the better welfare of 

the farmers or peasants, for instance on commodity pricing, land deals and many more.  

5
 CBRLDP was a project initiated by the Malawi government in 2004 with funding from World Bank to 

redistribute land to the landless. It relocated such people from Thyolo and Mulanje to Machinga and 

Mangochi, the two districts that were discovered to have large tracts of unused private land. 

6
 From personal experience of some disagreements on land leases, for instance Kayelekera Uranium Mines 

land, people tried to object the leases of the land but government ignored them.  
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government responses or counter strategies to the reaction of grassroots on Malawi 

perspective.  

In this investigation the paper uses primary data collected in the two districts of 

Lilongwe and Salima7 where the Madonna’s Raising Malawi project and Chinese 

have leased land previously occupied by the smallholder farmers. The field work 

was entirely qualitative using data collection tools. Specifically the study used 

primary sources like questionnaires, focus group discussions (FGD’s) and Key 

Informant Interviews with officials from the Ministry of Agriculture and Food 

Security, gatekeepers of information from Ministry of Lands and Housing, and 

officials from the Ministry of Local government. It also used secondary information 

sources from Civil Society Agriculture Network Organisation (CISANET), especially 

documents and evaluations on the various land leases.  

Considering the nature of the study, the qualitative paradigm was preferred because 

it focused on interests of different actors that are shaped on facts, experiences, 

beliefs, opinions and attitudes. Creswell (1994) perceives that qualitative approach 

goes beyond subtle details that cannot adequately be captured by other 

methodological paradigms because categories emerge from informants rather than a 

prior by the researcher. The understanding is that the approach fits the study 

because it was undertaken in the remote areas where illiteracy levels are high and 

oral responses opted to be better way of capturing reliable data for the analysis of 

the actions taken in the land question. 

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: subsequent to this introduction is the 

section on contemporary state of land tenure and sovereignty with a focus on the 

peasant’s land ownership and or belongingness. The next section briefly examines 

the history of land conflicts with a focus on dispossessions. This is followed by 

analysis of empirical findings from the case studies on peasants’ reactions and a 

critique of the government counter strategies. In this, the paper focuses on the power 

relationships, hierarchical flow of information- possibly the top-down approach 

among other reasons as exacerbating the land grabs. Finally, the paper summarises 

the study findings by giving recommendations or conclusions. 

A Current state of land tenure and sovereignty in Malawi 

Land is one of the natural resources that remains unequally distributed in Malawi 

and this has been exacerbated by the 3% high population growth rate (Chirwa, 2008; 

                                                           
7
Both Salima and Lilongwe districts are in the Central administrative region of Malawi. However, Salima is 

located within the lakeshore where government has also initiated a Greenbelt Initiative (GBI) project recently. 
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NSO, 2008). With regard to the dominance of agriculture as a backbone, this 

explicitly implies that land is one of the highly competed resources and by induction 

one of the major sources of conflicts in Malawi as well as other rural poor Sub-

Saharan areas in Africa (Lombe, 2009; Narain et al, 2008). The issue of land tenure 

and ownership in Malawi is an emotive one because it is the most productive 

resource, which for the vast majority is the sole basis of livelihoods (Chinsinga, 

2008). Consequently empirical studies (Chirwa, 2004; Silungwe, 2005; Chinsinga, 

2008) have reported that one in every three Malawian smallholder farmers cultivate 

between 0.5 and 1 ha of land; 55 percent of the smallholders have less than 1 ha of 

land and 70 percent cultivate less than a hectare. In this regard, the land holding 

percentages show the extent of the land problems among the numerous smallholder 

farmers in Malawi which is the sole hope for earning livelihood. 

Most of the existing literature has underscored that most of the peasants have had no 

chance of owning adequate land or remained landless since the colonial days in 

Malawi. Some of the relevant sources include Kanyongolo (2005) observation that 

the alienation of the peasant and customary land and their conversion to private or 

state ownership through implementation of various Land Acts since colonial days 

has progressively created and expanded a mass of land-short and landless peasants 

who in effect engage in counter systemic actions such as encroachment and 

occupation of private and state owned lands; Chinsinga (2008) study ascertained that 

peasants are being squeezed out of their pieces of land by institutions that have 

probably strong economic and political base, leaving them without land; Chirwa 

(2008) argues that the rising population and expansion of estate agriculture has 

exerted pressure on customary land to the extent that local leaders hardly have any 

spare land for allocation to households; Lombe (2009) through document analysis 

has faulted the government for not implementing reforms and policies that could 

secure land owned by the smallholder farmers and even redistributing some to the 

landless; Chinsinga and Chasukwa (2012) viewed that not many rural people, 

including the youths, own land because the government has concentrated on 

offering land to investors instead of redistributing it to them. Therefore, empirical 

evidence drawn from these studies indicates that the acute shortage of land among 

peasants in Malawi is a long term problem which has been worsened by the 

government implementation of policies or acts that favours land alienation from the 

smallholder farmers.  

There are reports of large scale land acquisition supported by government along the 

lake shore districts where there is implementation of the Green Belt Initiative 
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program, commonly referred to as GBI8. Mpaka (2010) reported that on his trip to 

Brazil and US in 2009, the former President of Malawi, the late Dr Bingu wa 

Mutharika invited the foreign investors to come to Malawi to participate in the 

implementation of the Green Belt Initiative program, which would protect the gains 

in food security, reduce vulnerability to drought and to boost production still further 

by irrigating a million hectares of land in swarthes lying within kilometres of 

country’s three lakes and rivers. However, parties that champion the rights of 

peasants and farmers themselves raised a concern of losing their land to foreigners 

and turning into destitute to work as labourers or piece workers (Mpaka, 2010; 

Chingaipe, Chasukwa, Chinsinga et al, 2011; Chasukwa & Chinsinga, 2012). 

Government action contradicted the irrigation policy claim that management of the 

Green Belt Initiative irrigation schemes will be full responsibility of the local farmer 

beneficiaries who will lease the customary land and later register it as a private 

property managed by a group of them (GoM, 2009). Therefore, the acute shortage of 

land ownership for smallholder farmers got worsened by the government failure to 

sustain projects that could solve the land imbalances and implementation of 

programs that squeeze out those with small pieces to landless through the foreign 

investor land leases.  

The conclusion drawn on contemporary state of land tenure is that peasants have no 

absolute ownership rights of land because government can at will evacuate them 

from their land in favour of foreign investors. Therefore, there is a gap in literature 

on the responses from the government in the instance that peasants refuse to grant 

the land to the investors. Hence, it is expected that conflicts arose over the land 

leases since as already indicated most of the peasants still creep in abject state of 

landlessness.  

The Awakening of Land Conflicts/Disputes in Malawi   

It is reported that in Malawi land capture dates back to the colonial period when 

colonialism enabled white settlers to gain control of prime land and thereby 

relegating the natives to poor lands or nothing at all (Lombe, 2009). Since then 

studies have reported on the land conflicts between the locals and estate owners in 

various areas in order to expose the inadequacy of land among the peasants 

(Kanyongolo, 2005; GTZ, 2007; Lombe, 2009). Such conflicts include issues to do with 

encroachment, collection of firewood, cattle grazing and unauthorized occupation of 

the estates for settlement, for instance the Vwaza Marsh, Lengwe National Park, 

                                                           
8
 GBI program is the government irrigation project implemented along the swarthy lying areas of Lake Malawi 

and other major rivers with the intention of protecting the gains of food security (see; Chasukwa & Chinsinga, 

2012; Chingaipe et al, 2011) 
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Illovo-Alumenda Sugar Estate, Mchima Tea Estate and the various cases of Mulanje9 

Districts land conflicts (Silungwe, 2005; Lombe, 2009). On several occasions these 

conflicts have involved estate owners (foreigners) and smallholder farmers (or 

natives) who struggle for equitable access and ownership of land and natural 

resources. The argument therefore is the animosity demonstrated by the peasant in 

encroaching into the estates indicates that the gravity of the landlessness is big and 

out of hand. According to Lombe (2009) the government has failed to resolve most of 

the disagreements and this has seen the actors seeking a redress by utilising formal 

or informal actions, some which often have been long and tedious in almost 

exhausting so many resources yet yield very little result in terms of reversing the 

phenomena of land grab. Therefore, land conflicts in Malawi as exposed in the 

literature can be traced from the Chilembwe uprisings through the independence 

period up to present era of land grabbing.    

However, Lombe (ibid) reported that government has almost taken over 40 years to 

respond to the land ownership problems encountered by the peasants. Analysis of 

the various reforms undertaken by the government from the colonial period reveals 

that a tangible response from Malawi government to address land issues in favour of 

the peasant was incorporated in the neo-liberal 2002 land policy which on paper 

placed the land reform at the centre of poverty alleviation(Lombe, ibid; Silungwe, 

2005; Chinsinga, 2002). The policy had nothing to do with land redistribution and 

restitution although it just made a passing on resettling people with provision of 

funding from government (Lombe, ibid). Therefore, the literature above reveals that 

despite the notable few land reforms being made to address land shortages, they 

have not been an absolute end to the problems.  

In consensus, Borass (2012) argues that contemporary land grabbing activities are 

being carried out or taking place where land reforms have already been conducted 

in the past hence the conventional reforms are not a panacea for the grabs. It is 

noteworthy that in the case of Malawi the escalating land conflicts or disagreements 

especially between the peasants with the government or foreign investors on land 

leases show that land reforms are not exceptional to address the problem in the 

various quarters.   

Empirical Findings on Land Dispossession.  

Government Counter Strategies on peasant resistance 

Threats and Intimidation. 

                                                           
9
 Administrative district situated to the southern part of Malawi and borders with Mozambique. 
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Findings from fieldwork conducted in Chinkhota10 and Chipoka in Lilongwe and 

Salima respectively revealed that government intimidated or forced the peasant 

farmers to sell their land to the prospective investors. Raising Malawi project, which 

its owner is the famous American Pop star Madonna, bought close to 50 hectares of 

land from Chinkhota Village to roll out a multimillion girl’s academy project which 

as of present has never materialised. The land roughly provided livelihood for 

almost over 200 families through subsistence farming and other related activities. 

Similarly, the Chinese with support from government also leased land about 62 

hectares that belonged to peasants of Chipoka in Salima to open an Agricultural 

Technology Demonstration Centre leaving out a lot of grassroots landless. Thus, 

villagers in both study areas revealed the whole ordeal that surrounded the loss of 

ownership of land as largely attributed to government conduct and manoeuvring.  

Field reports gathered from both case studies indicated that government restrained 

the peasant resistance using different form of threats and intimidation, for instance 

forcefully taking over the land without providing compensation. The peasants 

complained that government supported the land leases through threats of waiver of 

compensation to those refusing giving away the land. It was argued that the 

overbearing status of government in response to the resistance left them with no 

choice but selling the land. “We sacrificed our land ‘unwillingly’ because there was a 

possibility of losing both (land and compensation) in case of insistence on 

resistance,”11 echoed one of the peasants at Chinkhota. Thus, they indicated to regret 

the earlier decision and argued that it is painful that they have nowhere to cultivate 

though the land remains idle.  

The peasants bemoaned that the counter-strategies employed by government 

cultivated in them an element of fear so much so that they failed to understand the 

benefit of land leases. One peasant observed that “the negotiations were more of 

instructions not soliciting our views and the whole process was misleading.”12 They 

called themselves destitute and complained that the land was bequeathed to them 

                                                           
10

Chinkhota 1 village has more than 200 families and is located in Traditional Authority Chitukula in Lilongwe 

district. More than two years ago an American Pop-star, Madonna, indicated her willingness to establish a girls 

academy hence bought a vast amount of land (about 50 hectares) used by over 200 villagers through a 

directive and or assistance from the government. As of present, the villagers have been informed that the 

project has failed and they cannot reclaim the land because it belongs to the Pop-star. Personal assessment 

has shown that the villagers are starving because they had no land to cultivate the past growing season. See 

also Malawi News 4
th

 August 2012. 

11
 FGD with male farmer from Chinkhota 1 Village, TA Chitukula Lilongwe. 

12
 Ibid 
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by parents, a process that created a great bond amongst family members. Peasants 

claimed that selling the land destroyed the family ties they had for long time. Such 

views demonstrated that government failed to exhaust the negotiation process to 

convince the peasant for lease of the land to investors. 

The sentiments advanced by the villagers from Chipoka indicated that efforts to 

make their position clear through the mobilised local community movement against 

the lease failed because government regarded it as an opposition grouping with a 

political motive of degrading and shooting down developmental projects. There 

were threats to deprive development and other investment projects in area because 

peasants refused to give up their land. They reported that officials from Lilongwe 

indicated that they will neglect the area because residents were uncooperative and 

stubborn to accommodate development projects. They also claimed that the local 

community group against the land lease was threatened to incarceration because 

government has the onus of using any part of land for development projects. “Local 

movement against the land leases were condemned forthwith because of degraded 

government efforts towards development,”13 the peasants reported. Thus, the study 

established that government responses and decisions to proceed with the leases in 

the use of threats was an influence of power imbalance and rush for development 

initiatives, which did not go down well with peasants who already complained of 

owning small pieces of land.     

They also argued to have prior written the District Commissioner and the 

Traditional Authority of the area about their position against the lease of land to the 

Chinese but such efforts failed. Peasants were surprised that there was no response 

from the local government authorities which meant that their attempts to resist the 

lease had been trashed. However, an official from Ministry of Agriculture and Food 

Security (MoAFS) defended themselves that as employees they only implement 

what the government instructs them to avoid being branded as detractors of 

development initiatives14. Similar observations were made by Schneider (2011) that 

sometimes local authorities deliberately support the land grabbers because they fear 

government reprisals if they publicly oppose land grabs. Therefore, the picture from 

the fieldwork is that government used its excess powers to support the foreign 

investors land lease at Chipoka on the expense of evicting the peasants who 

currently are reported struggling to earn livelihood. 

                                                           
13

 FGD with male peasant from Chipoka, Traditional Authority (TA) Ndindi, Salima. 

14
 Interview with an officer from MoAFs (irrigation department), Salima 
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It has to be critically argued that the threats and intimidation government used 

contravenes the much advocated Principles for Responsible Agriculture Investment 

(RAI) and the multiple stakeholders ‘Code of Conduct’ of IFPRI, WBG, UNCTAD 

and IFAD (2010),15 that ensures transparency and respect of property rights of the 

peasants in negotiating for clear contracts in the land deal transactions. Despite the 

fact that the guidelines have previously been condemned by some quarters as 

aggravating the land transaction deals16, the government does not even borrow a leaf 

out of them as shown in absence of adequate consultations and failure to 

accommodate views of the peasants. For instance, peasants from Chipoka expressed 

their views through expected formal means; writing to the district commissioner and 

traditional authority of the area but no response was made to their sentiments. 

Whether the Traditional Authority or District Commissioner feared reprisals from 

the government but they would have acted as a bridge between the sides for the 

consultations and unified decision. But their negligence widened the power gap 

between the peasants and the local government hence giving the latter an 

opportunity to force the peasant to give up their land to investors.  

Segalo (2011), made similar observations that many peasants are still being forced to 

consent the land deals without being thoroughly informed about what they are 

agreeing to. Evidence from the fieldwork showed that the villagers were dissatisfied 

with consultations that government had with them. Kachika (2010) study also noted 

that consultations had been seriously flawed in the communities that suffered land 

grabbing in Mali and Tanzania as indicated that in Tanzania people were persuaded 

to accept an investment not knowing that it would lead to loss of land whereas the 

Malibya Agriculture Project in Mali started without local owners of land being 

consulted or informed. Therefore, this paper faults the government response and 

actions executed in both case studies because peasants lacked adequate information 

on land leases. 

The study also questions the role of the local government mainly chiefs in the land 

leases. Having been communicated earlier about the position of peasants, for 

instance in Chipoka, the chief would have initiated discussions so that government 

could take note of the reasons for the stand of the locals on land leases. However, it 

is realised that with obsession of power over subjects the chiefs forget that they are a 

link of the people to the government instead make unilateral decisions for the 

                                                           
15

 See Borras and Franco, From Threat to Opportunity? The problems with the idea of a ‘Code of Conduct’ for 

Land Grabbing. (2010); Yale Human Rights and Development Journal. Vol.13. 507-23. 

16
 See also Borras and Franco (2010a); Code of Conduct not to be regarded as the best pragmatic approach to 

block the land grabbing. 
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villages. Thus, the study views that chiefs and local government should have 

ensured amicable discussions and possibility of available land for reallocation the 

villagers before giving up to the investors. 

 

 

Intervention of Politicians to defend government 

The fieldwork gathered that the whole land issue was politicised to the extent that 

the governing party officials toured areas concerned claiming that a grouping of 

opposition faithful is trying to impede or block the development projects that 

government has embarked on in the area. “The land issue took a political twist and 

ruling party officials came here castigating us as opposition party followers planning 

to bring down the government,”17 one reported at Chipoka. However, peasants 

argued that the so called opposition were local members of the community who 

ganged up against the leasing of the land upon realising the effects it had to their 

livelihood. The intervention of ruling party in the land issues showed lack of 

separation of powers which created fear even among other government employees. 

Therefore, peasants were threatened with the use of party members in defending the 

values of their government to forcefully lease land for the establishment of the 

Chinese agricultural technology demonstration centre. This showed that government 

had not created a level playing field where peasants could feel free to present their 

views as regards to the lease of the land they have used for some time. 

Most of the peasants condemned government lack of responsibility in violating the 

peoples’ right to food.18 They argued that the government should have ensured 

peoples access to land by relocating them before the transactions. For instance, 

evidence of empty barns in Chinkhota village shows that people are starving while 

the vast amount of land they previously owned lays idle with the project abandoned 

and no registered intention of continuation. Therefore, it is surprising that the same 

government that rushed to lease the land in amidst of peasant resistance is failing to 

come out and reclaim the land in order to bail out her people from starvation. From 

the perspective of the UN Special rapportuer on the right to food (2008) the 

                                                           
17

 FGD with a male peasant from Chipoka, TA Ndindi, Salima. 

18
 Rapporteur for the right to food, Olivier De Schutter (2011), in an attempt to regulate land grabs 

recommended some principles and measures based on human rights to consider in the elaboration of large 

scale transnational land leases and investments. Highlighted some negative effects of land leases on the right 

to food as well as other human rights. 
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government violated the rights of the local communities who were affected with the 

land leases because it was expected for them to participate in the negotiations for the 

sake of transparency. In view of this, the government should take note that the 

villagers are not begging for food aid but all what they want is land to cultivate their 

crops and live a simple life as they know it. Hence, in process of protecting the right 

to food, government has to shoulder the responsibility of ensuring that people at 

Chinkhota and Chipoka have access to land and livelihood.    

However, the field report also agrees with the observation of Schneider (2011: 5) that 

land grabs cannot be regulated by the Code of Conduct but is likely to facilitate it. 

Instead of the normal consultations with the rural masses it can be argued that the 

Malawi government in the two cases had used its political powers to intimidate and 

force the peasants out of their land. The continual imbalance of power and access to 

resources that determines decision making induces the government to act wilfully 

without honouring the views of the grassroots. Hence, the scenario in Malawi is that 

every land deal transaction has materialised despite the resistance from the peasants 

who are owners of the land.  

Undercover sealing of land Deals.  

The study also observed that government resorted to secrecy deals that lacked 

transparency when the peasants refuse to give away their land. Peasants have 

indicated that government officials took advantage of the top-down flow of 

information and illiteracy of most of the villagers to alienate them in the decision 

making of sealing the land deals. They argued that such undercover deals induced 

prevalence of corruption, for instance data collected from Chinkhota village revealed 

that government officials short-changed the villagers on the issue of compensation. 

An interview with one of the respondents indicated that records in cash register 

from government have inflated figures claiming that the villagers received $1000 - 

$1500 each but in real sense they pocketed as little as $150 - $185 to sacrifice their 

land.19 The underpayment apparently is a substantive evidence of exploitation that 

peasants suffered in the hands of government as it controlled the transactions 

between them and the investor on land leases. They argued that peasants should 

absolutely have sovereign rights of controlling and make decisions over their land. 

Therefore, the amount of money that peasants received shows that they gave away 

the land for nothing because the compensation was not enough to purchase another 

piece of land for a livelihood.  

                                                           
19

 FGD with male peasant farmer from Chinkhota 1. Also reported in Malawi News of 4
th

 August, 2012. 
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Some have pushed the blamed on hierarchical way in which information flows as 

they prefer to have the bottom–up as compared to top-down approach. It was 

reported that at first the peasant dealt directly with officials from Raising Malawi. 

“We saw corruption coming because when government took over the negotiations 

with the investor from us, we were told a different amount of money for 

compensation than initially agreed with Raising Malawi”20 remarked one of the 

peasants. They argued that as long as government is at the centre of land deals it is 

difficult for local communities to access information because of the interest that some 

officials have in terms of exploiting the situation. In case of resistance, as from both 

case studies, peasants are just informed about the decision made on their land. 

Hence, both the rapporteur on the right to food and the Principles for Responsible 

Agriculture Investment coupled with the multiple stakeholders Code of Conduct  

(ibid) have in strongest terms condemned any practice towards land deal transaction 

that sideline the affected peasants, they have to be involved and avoid secrecy deals. 

The villagers also noted that their illiteracy gave officials advantage to exploit them. 

In view of this, the study blames the government for not ensuring the provision of 

safeguards to protect the peasants from potential exploitation in the land leases. The 

corruption allegations vindicates that government failed to conduct clearer 

transactions as stipulated in the Principles of Responsible Agricultural Investments 

and the Code of Conduct by the multiple stakeholders namely WBG, UNCTAD, 

IFPRI and IFAD (ibid). The outlined principles give an expectation of fair 

compensation to the peasants so that they access alternative land for livelihood. 

However, this was not possible for both cases because the peasants received a 

meagre amount or nothing at all. Similarly, Kachika (2010) noted that defective 

contracts that short changed the rural communities in some sub Saharan countries 

like Mali, Tanzania and Mozambique were ones marred with unclear provisions, 

secrecy and false promises. The argument is that government should avoid 

recklessness and negligence in such matters to contain the short changes and ensure 

transparency in all the leases. Thus, there should be proper laid out structures that 

must see to it that peasants have received their full compensation and reallocated to 

particular place.  

Reflections and Concluding Remarks. 

This paper has barely scratched the surface as far as the counter strategies or 

responses to peasant resistance on land leases are concerned in Malawi. Since the 

issue is deeply embroiled in politics as people are seen to criticise government, there 

                                                           
20

 ibid 
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is a need to conduct similar research from different areas for further detailed 

information. However, from the brief analysis the following reflections and remarks 

have to be put on record.  

Government should avoid acting as a broker in the land deals and instead play a role 

of a bridge between the existing land users and prospective investors. It should be 

clearly stipulated that the role of the government in the transactions is to ensure that 

the peasants are not duped but informed on new developments, and receive 

appropriate compensation wherever necessary. The land deals should not be done in 

secrecy. Sometimes the power imbalance has induced government to neglect her role 

and impose the decisions that greatly affects the peasants. It is striking that peasants 

from both areas of study reported to have refused the land deal transactions 

however the government used its powers to lease of the land to investors. Therefore, 

government should take the responsibility of listening to the views of the affected 

communities and make a unanimous decision with them. Thus, peasants should not 

be forced to give up their land but give them relevant information on land leases to 

make informed decisions.  

It is also crucial for the central and local government authorities to ensure that the 

villagers are relocated and have land to cultivate their crops. In event of land leases 

government must shoulder the responsibility of relocating the villagers to another 

land not rushing to sell the land and leaving them destitute. Evidence from the 

fieldwork reveals that most of the peasants who give up their land have been 

affected by starvation. Therefore, to avoid such scenario the central and local 

government should ensure purchasing land for the peasants. In addition, the study 

calls for involvement of various stakeholders including civil society organisations to 

monitor and defend the rights of the farmers. Both studies had indicated the 

participation of only one NGO, the Civil Society Agriculture Network, which kept 

on advancing to government sentiments from the peasants.     

It can also be critically argued that the government decision to give money to the 

peasants as compensation to fend for land has encouraged short changes. The proper 

solution to avoid all this scam is that government should take the responsibility to 

reallocate the peasants areas where they can settle and continue with the farming. 

Government should avoid directly giving out money to the peasants to fend land 

because as shown in most of the case studies many of them have misused the money 

and remain destitute. Thus, the argument is that the compensated money is meagre 

for purchase of a farmland.  

Therefore, the paper argues for the level playing field in the land lease transactions. 

Government should avoid using power in the counter-strategies against the peasant 
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resistance in the land leases. Hence, peasant should willingly lease off their land not 

through forced evictions. 
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